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The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let R be a 11 j von Neumann algebra on the Hilbert

space H. Let s—><p(s) be a one-parameter group of ^-automorphisms of

R such that ||<p(s)(r)-r||->0 (s->0) for all T in R. Then \\<p(s)-l\\
->0 (s->0).

This theorem answers in the affirmative the question posed in

Remark 3.5 of [2].

Our notation usually coincides with that of Dixmier [l]. The only

exceptions are the following. If R is a von Neumann algebra, we

denote by P(R) the lattice of projections of R and by #1 the unit ball

of R.
Note that since R is a IIj von Neumann algebra, i?= ®aSA Ra,

where each Ra is a Hi von Neumann algebra with a faithful finite

normal trace. By Lemma 3.1 of [2], each cp(s) leaves Cent R pointwise

fixed. Hence, each <j>(s) maps each Ra into itself. Therefore, by Lemma

3.2 of [2], it suffices to prove Theorem 1 under the assumption that

R has a faithful finite normal trace, which we denote by Tr(-). In

what follows, we let | • -||2 denote the corresponding trace norm; i.e.,

if T is in R, then || r[|2 = (Tr(r*F))1/2.

A portion of the proof of the following lemma is similar to a part

of the proof of Theorem 3.4 in [2]. However, we include all details

for the sake of completeness.

Lemma 2. Given e>0, there exists S>0 and a positive integer m such

that ifPeP(R), SeRu ||F||2 = 5, then

sup   \\<b(s)(PSP) - F5P|| g e.
l«ISl/m

Proof. Let Mk= [F£A'i|sup|s|si/t \\<p(s)(T)-T\\ ge]. Each Mk

is closed in the strong operator topology, for s—><p(s)(T)x is continu-

ous for each F£/? and x£iL and

Mk = n [TeRi\\\[<p(s)(T)-T]x\\^t].
isH;!lilUl;|s|sl/*
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Now jRi is a complete metric space in the norm defined by the trace.

The topology defined on Pi by the trace norm coincides with the

strong operator topology (Dixmier [l, Proposition 4, p. 62]). Hence,

the Baire Category Theorem implies that there exist Po in Pi, 5>0,

and some positive integer m such that ||p|| S»l, ||P—Po||2 = 5 implies

supi.iji/m ||</>00(P)-P|| ^e.
Let PEP(R) be any projection such that ||P||2^5/4, and let S be

an arbitrary element of Pi. Then \\PSP+(I-P)T0(I-P)\\^1 and

||(PSP +(I- P)T0(I - P)) - To\\2 ̂  \\PSP\\2 + \\PTo\U

+ \\t0p\\2 + \\pToP\\2^4p\\2^s.

Hence,

sup ||<K5)(p5p)-psp||=   sup \\4>(s)(psp+(i-p)To(i-p))
l»ISl/m l»|gl/m

-(PSP-H/-p)r„(/-p))||+   sup  ||^)((/-p)r0(/-P))
|s|Sl/l»

-(/-P)r0(/-P)||^2€.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 3. Let T=fli\dE(\) be a self adjoint element of Rt. Let

P = P([-1, -S])+E([8, 1]). Suppose ||p||2^52. Then \\P\\2^8.

Proof. 8Pg|r|. Hence, o||P||2g|| | P| ||2 = ||P||2g52. Hence, ||p||,

^5.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 4. Given e>0, there exists 5>0 and a positive integer m such

that T in Ri, ||p||2^5, implies that

sup   || fas) (T) - T\\ ;= €.
|s|£l/m

Proof. By Lemma 2, choose a positive integer m and 0<5^e so

that if PEP(R), ||P||*^«, and SGPi, then

sup   \\<p(s)(PSP) - PSP\\ ^ e.
I«lal/m

First suppose P is selfadjoint and that ||P||2^52. Let P be as in

Lemma 3. Then ||p||2^5. Hence,

sup   \\fas)(T) - P|| =g    sup   \\fas)((I - P)T) -(I- P)T\\
|s|SI/m |»iSl/m

+   \7£m U(s)(PT) - PT\\ g 2||(/ - P)r|| + e g 25 4- « fS 3e.

Now if P is an arbitrary element of Ri, then T=Ti-\-iT2, where Pi

and Pj are selfadjoint elements of i?i. Since ||Pi||2^||p||2 and UP2II2

g||r||2, the result follows.    Q.E.D.
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Lemma 5. Let A be a maximal abelian subalgebra of R. Then there

exist n mutually orthogonal projections Ei, ■ ■ ■ , E„ in A such that

Tr(Ai)= • ■ ■ =Tr(£„) = l/«.  '

Proof. Note that A has no minimal projections since R has no

minimal projections and A is maximal abelian in R. By an easy in-

duction argument, it suffices to prove that there exists one E in P(A)

such that Tr(A) = l/«. Choose a maximal chain [Pa] of projections

in A such that a^/3 implies that Pa^Pe and Tr(Pa)^l/n. Let

<2= VaPa. Note that Tr(£>) ^ 1/n. We claim that Tr(£>) = 1/n. If not,

choose a large positive integer m such that 2~m^ 1/n— Tr(Q). I—Q

= (?i4" • ■ • -\-Qim, where Qi, ■ ■ ■ , Q2^eP(A) are nonzero and

mutually orthogonal. Qi, • • • , Q2m exist since A has no minimal

projections. Since Tr(I — Q)^l, Tr(£)y)5=2~m for some j. Then

Qjl.Q and Tr(();-4-())gl/«, contradicting the maximality of the

chain  [Pj. Hence, Tr(<2) = l/ra.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 6. Given e>0, there exists a positive integer m such that

supuisi/m;reR, \\<p(s)(T)-T\\i^€.

Proof. Given e>0, choose 5>0 and m as in Lemma 2. Let T be a

selfadjoint element of Ri. Imbed T in a maximal abelian subalgebra

A of R. Choose an integer n such that l/n:SS2. Choose orthogonal

projections E\, • • • , En in A as given by Lemma 5. Then

T= Xis.sn AiEi, where A,= TEi. Note that Ai-A^S^A2.

<b(s)(T) - T -   E <j>(s)(Ai)(<b(s)(Ei) - Ei)

+   E  (*(*)U<) - Ai)E(.

Let the first summation be Ai and the second summation be R2.

\\Ri\\l =    E  Tr((4>(s)(Ej) - E;)<p(s)(A,Ai)

■(<t>(s)(Ei) - Ei)) =   E Tr((<K5)(E,-) - £«) *(*)U!))
ljtsn

^   sup   ||0(5)(£«) - E.-ll2   E  Tr(<K*)(4)

^ /  E Tr(<K*)U!))
l£t£n

(by Lemma 2 and by the choice of the E,)

= s2 Tr(<b(s)(T2))

^ e2.
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Similarly,

\\R*\\\ =    Y   Tr((fas)(Aj) - Aj)EjEi(<t>(s)(Ai) - A,))

=   Y Tv((fas)(Ai) - Ai)2Ei)
Isifin

g sup \\<p(s)(Ai) - Ai\\2  Y Tr(P,)
l£t^a ls«'sn

= e2 Tr(7) g e2.

Since an arbitrary element of Ri is the sum of two selfadjoint ele-

ments of Ri,

sup      \\<Pis)iT) - r||2 :£ 4e.   Q.E.D.
|i|Sl/m; TeRi

Proof of Theorem 1. Fix e>0. By Lemma 4 and Lemma 6, choose

a positive integer m and 5 > 0 such that

sup U(s)(T) -T\\^e

and

sup     ||<K*)(r) - r||i ^ 252.

Without loss of generality, we may suppose that 5 ge. Now fix a self-

adjoint operator P in P^i and fix \s\ f£ 1/w. Let P be the projection

given by Lemma 3 for the operator \[cb(s)(T) — T]. Note that we

have ||P||2 = S. Then \\<p(s)(T)-T\\^28 + \\(p(s)(T)P-TP\\. By
Lemma 4,

\\fas)(T)P - TP\\

g \\fas)(TP) - tp\\ 4- ||«(5)(rp) - <^W(r)p||

g ||*(5)(rP) - 7P|| 4- ||*(j)(P) - P\\ g 2e.

Since any element of Ri is the sum of two elements of R%,

sup        \\Hs)(T) - T\\ g 8e.    Q.E.D.
I»lgi/m; reJ?i

By combining Theorem 1 with Theorem 3.4 of [2], we obtain the

following result.

Theorem 7. Let R be a von Neumann algebra. Suppose that the IM,

II,,,, and III,, portions of R may be expressed as a direct sum of count-

ably decomposable von Neumann algebras. Let fa(s) be a one-parameter
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group of *-automorphisms of R such that

\\<t>(s)(T) - T\\ -> 0 (s ->■ 0)   for all T in R.

Then ||<£(5)-l||->0 (s->0).
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